Assignment 0

Starting a Project – Due on 1/25/09

1. Decide on a project and find at least one other team member.
2. Decide on an open source license for your project.
3. Register your project on code.google.com. You must fill in a description for your project.
4. Ensure that all of your team members are registered as developers on your google code project.
5. Register your project and enlist its SVN url on ohloh.net.
6. Compile a list of user stories for the functionality that you plan to implement by the end of the semester.
7. Create a “User_Stories” wiki page on your google code wiki and enter all of the user stories there.
8. Send an email to jhoffert@dre.vanderbilt.edu titled “CS279 Project Website” and include the URL to your google code project and a short description of it. (I will post a list of links to the projects on the course website.)